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One of the most asked questions in all of my workshops is about my use of color. 

Students want to know how I choose my color palette...what inspires my color 

choices...and how I work with color in my paintings? So I thought I'd share a little 
about my color inspirations and give you a few tips on how to incorporate COLOR 

PLAY into your artwork, sketchbooks or art journals. 

My color choices are very intuitive. I've always had a strong sense for color since I 

was younger. I love mixing colors. I see a swatch of color and can mix paint to match 

it perfectly. It's something I've been able to do since I was in high school, where I 
learned how color mixing using Prismacolor pencils. It has always come easy and 

very naturally for me. Some people can belt out beautiful songs, I have a talent with 
paint and color. :) 

"Many of my color choices are inspired by nature..a fallen 
leaf, a peacock feather, the inside of a shell, a bouquet of 
flowers and even sometimes by the clothing I wear." 

SESSION two: exploring + mixing color
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I take a lot of photos on my walks with Indie and during our weekend getaways. I 
always have my iPhone ready to snap pictures. I love to thumb through magazines to 

do color trend research, to see what colors are influencing fashion, home and interior 
design. I studied color theory in college, as part of my design curriculum, but to tell 

you the truth I don't remember many of the lessons. I just paint and PLAY with color 

intuitively and without hesitation. Studying color really helped me become a stronger 
graphic designer. 

I usually don't start a project with a color palette in mind, unless there is a specific 
theme or brief I am working from. For most of my art journaling and painted canvas 

work, I choose colors as I paint...sometimes it's based on a mood or feeling, other 

times it might be inspiration I pull from photos that I take on my daily walk. I love 
heading to my favorite stores like Anthropologie, Free People or Target, and doing 

"trending" trips. I browse the aisles and 
shelves to see what patterns, colors and 

styles are popular in home, fashion and 

interiors. While at the stores I take 
photos of things that I love or that catch 

my attention. When I get back to my 
studio I print the pictures and put them 

up on an inspiration board. 

My color palette is usually bold, bright 

and pops off the page. Lately, I've been 
experimenting adding a few muted 

colors in my palette, with hints of greys, 

gun metal but with bursts of bright/bold 
colors. I'm really loving the matte look 

that my new paint/pigment/clay mixes 
produce. In much of my work, there are 

hints of turquoise and pink/

magenta..two of my fave colors. 

"There is no color 
combination I avoid, I just 
let whatever happens 
happen and let it unfold 
as I paint the canvas."

SESSION two: exploring + mixing color
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EXPLORE color mixing! Here’s session two checklist of items to 
accomplish throughout the week.  

SESSION two: exploring + mixing color   
submit artist information sheet 
If you haven’t joined us in SLACL..watch SLACK tutorial 

Request SLACK invite by commenting in slack tutorial 
lesson 
join SLACK team + create profile 
Message Traci in SLACK to receive FLORAL DELIGHT 
private channel invite 

Share your work on Instagram using #TBfloraldelight  
Share your artwork in SLACK 
Watch session two live stream workshop Q & A 

color inspiration 
FLORAL color wheel 
color mixing exercises + prompts 
color palette photos 
creative sketch + painting exercises 

Session two creative exercises 
collect your favorite color inspiration items 

hardware store paint swatches 
wallpaper/fabric swatches 

design a FLORAL color wheel 
use photos or paintings 

experiments in color mixing  
paint pages with these color combinations… 
paint secondary + tertiary colors 
warm + cool colors 
monochromatic + analogous colors 

Create color collage pockets  
creative + art exercises 

VIDEO: mixing personal color palette 
VIDEO: create a color paint sampler 
PAINT floral shapes from photos 
create 5 color palettes from photos 
Journal reflections: COLOR 
VIDEO: watch floral project one and paint your own 
colorful florals from mixing the 3 primary colors 
Creative field trip - hardware store

SESSION two checklist
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CREATIVE EXERCISE: create 
color collage cards using 
leftover bits + scraps of paper 
and fabric, embellishments 
and paint chips. cut small 
swatches of the color and 
place them inside of plastic 
baseball card holder sheets.  

create color collage cards in 
the following combinations… 
• warm colors 
• cool colors 
• analogous colors 
• monochromatic 
• bright + cheerful 
• dull + gloomy 
• halloween  
• holiday + christmas 
• winter 
• your FAVE color palette  
• create your own 

collage card pockets

FLORAL DELIGHT e-course © 2016 Traci Bautista  www.treicdesigns.com
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20 ideas for creating your personal color palette 
Here are a few suggestions for working with color and developing your own color 

palette. 

1. practice painting with only the THREE primary colors with black and white. 
experiment mixing colors and create a color wheel.  

2. avoid mixing ALL three primary colors together to avoid "muddy" paintings. work with 
1-2 colors first, let the layers dry then add a third color. 

3. start a Pinterest board with images of things that inspire you for their use of color. 
also, pin your own photos..you should start to see a trend in what you are drawn to. 

4. take photos of things that are appealing and create an inspiration board, pin the 
photos to your wall or on a piece of foam core. 

5. create a *flair tray...a collection of your favorite findings...add snippets and swatches of 
paper, fabric, fibers and laces in your color palette to your inspiration board. 

6. take a weeks worth of photos and create a color palette from your photos. upload the 
photos into an app like Adobe Capture or ColourSchemers to create digital palettes.  

7. keep a record of the palettes on your blog or in your art journal/sketch book. 
8. create color tags using magazines. cut pieces of color swatches then collage them 

onto a shipping tag.  
9. use your color palettes to inspire your paint choices in your journal. 
10. go to your favorite stores and do color research, take photos of patterns and color 

combinations that intrigue you. 
11. keep a color journal. tape color cards or paint swatches to the page. use this journal 

strictly for recording color and color combinations. 
12. make a color sampler of your favorite paints and markers in your journal or 

sketchbook using your favorite color combinations. 
13. study your favorite artists and their use of color. take notes on what you observe. what 

colors do they use? why do you like it? what does it say? 
14. spend time each week working in new color palettes to help you develop your own 

color language. 
15. register for a color theory class at a design college or online. {I'm developing and 

teaching a online workshop all about COLOR/color mixing that will launch in my new 
art.journal.PLAY membership + creative community} 

16. look through and read magazines/books other than art related ones..fashion, home, 
interior design, nature, business, children's to see if anything inspires you. 

17. grab paint swatches from the hardware store and mix and match them to create your 
own color palettes. tape them to the wall or in your journal. experiment mixing the 
colors with paint or colored pencils 

18. create color palettes from your stash of printed backgrounds, create your own paint 
swatch cards from the paintings and tape them into your journal. 

19. follow me on Instagram @treicdesigns for a daily dose of COLOR and art journaling 
inspiration. 

20. mix colors to create entire color wheel by stamp single sheets of paper. cut papers 
and create a collaged color wheel.  

"The more you experiment and explore color and PLAY, the more 
comfortable you will be with working with color intuitively."

http://www.treicdesigns.com
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A huge part of developing your own artistic style comes 
down to incorporating your passions and interests. If you 
think back to when you were younger through the years to 
today, what were your interests then and how have they 
changed as you have grown to an adult?  

journal reflections… 
What colors do you most often use? 
where does you color inspiration come from? 
what colors are you drawn to? 
look at 5 pieces of your own art..what color palettes did you 
use? were they similar or different? 
how can you develop your own color style? 
what colors and patterns do you have around your home? 
ask people what color they think of when they think of you.  

spend 20 - 30 minutes reflecting and writing about color. 
take photos of your creative space or home and collage 
them onto the journal page. 

what colors are you drawn to?

what colors do you LOVE?

FLORAL DELIGHT e-course © 2016 Traci Bautista  www.treicdesigns.com
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use these flower photos or your own 
photos to inspire your sketching 

FLORAL SKETCH

http://www.treicdesigns.com
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create a color wheel with floral photos 

paint a color wheel of flowers  

      floral color wheel

http://www.treicdesigns.com
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create a page of warm colors 
{red, orange, yellow}

warm colors
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create a page of cool colors 
{green, blue, violet}

cool colors
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create a page of analogous colors 
{colors next to each other on the 
color wheel}

analogous colors

http://www.treicdesigns.com
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Search instagram for florists, floral arrangements or 
artist you admire. Look through their feed for floral + 
color inspiration. what do you LOVE about their work?  

Here are a few of my favorite accounts.

FLORAL DELIGHT e-course © 2016 Traci Bautista  www.treicdesigns.com
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create color palettes from your personal 
photos using Adobe Capture or 
ColorSchemers app. 
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color ideas + notes
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cut these out and add these to your 
creative prompt jar. 

sketch an idea that incorporates the 
floral shape into your artwork. 

paint with magenta. 

draw flowers. 

take photos of vintage fabric.

creative prompt cards

magenta draw flowers

http://www.treicdesigns.com
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COLOR PALETTE PLAY 

use this page to tape color chips or 
swatches from magazines or paint your 
favorite color palettes in the squares. 

name your color palettes.
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